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Please see your owner’s manual for important safety information

and system operation limitations.

I、Safety symbol

Safety Symbol

Power up the E20C only with a compatible battery or a double insulated AC

adapter. The AC adapter is for indoor use only. When charging, protect the

charger from expose to the air.

Do not use in water depths greater than the periscope axles.

It is prohibited to connect our products directly to the power generator without

voltage regulator.

Before using E20C in wet environment, fill the periscope with nitrogen gas or

inert gas. Keep the gas cylinder away from flammable products and reach of

children.

The laser is used for distance measurement, with a very high concentration

energy pulsed laser beam in monochromatic light source. Do not look into the

light when aligning the emission port, and do not use the aiming telescope to

observe the smooth reflective surface to prevent hurting others’ eyes. Do not

point the instrument's launch port directly to the sun during field

measurements to avoid burning the instrument's light-sensitive components.

Use and store camera head, batteries and chargers in areas with suitable

temperature and weather. With extreme climate and humidity may lead to the

damaging of the E20C parts which will result in equipment failure, batteries

leakage, electrical shock, fire or burns.

This package contains items or equipment that cannot be tipped. Do not

expose the package under pressure and always position it upright.

The package contents fragile items. Handle it with care to avoid scratches,

abrasion or crushing to the equipment inside the package.

Do not expose the equipment to rain or wet conditions. Water entering the

equipment will increase the risk of having electrical shock.

Items piled can not exceed the limit.
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Packages cannot be tumbled during transportation.

It is used to alert you for the potential personal injury hazards.

Check your work area for safe operation. After opening sewer manhole cover,

pay attention to prevent bystanders, machinery or other equipment from

falling into manhole to avoid accidents.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you for the potential personal

injury hazards to avoid possible injury or death.

Keep all electrical connections dry and off the ground. Do not touch the

equipment or plugs with hands with water to reduce the risk of getting

electrical shock.

DANGER indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in

death or serious injury.

WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result

in death or serious injury.

CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in

minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE indicates information that relates to the protection of the equipment.

This symbol means always wear safety glasses with side shields or goggles

when handling or using this equipment to reduce the risk of getting eye injury.

This symbol indicates the risk of getting electrical shock.
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II、Product overview

1. Application

Pipe Inspection is mainly used for industrial containers and pipe inspection with zoom video, optional

laser ranging, wireless transmission and other specialized functions. It can also be applied to large-scale

tanks, municipal drains inspection, tunnels, and situations where record keeping are required.

2. Technical parameters

Product Model E20CHDW

Camera

Image sensor 1/3” 1.3M CMOS

Resolution 1280*960

Light sensitivity 0.05LUX@F1.6

Zoom 20X optical zoom, 12X electronic zoom

Focus mode Manual/ Auto

Articulation 45° motorized tilt rotation

Safety pressure value 15-20PSI

Illumination
High brightness intelligent composite light

source

Lamps High beam illumination brightness

Power supply DC 9-24V

Transfer method Wireless

Output 25W (full operation)

Material Aluminum alloy

Dimensions 671mm(L)* 167.5mm(W)* 161.5mm(H)

Weight 3kg

Operating temperature -10℃-60℃

Protection class IP68

Portable control

unit

Processor Kirin 659

Screen dimensions 10” touch screen

Footage capture MPEG4 / MJPEG

Internal storage 4G

SD card storage Micro SD (TF) card up to 256GB

Power supply Lithium battery 6660mAh

Material Polyester

Dimensions 248mm（L）*173mm（W）*7.8mm（H）

Weight 465G

Operating temperature 0℃-35℃
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Protection class IP67

Camera
8mega px front camera, 8mega px rear

camera

Basic functions
GPS / WIFI / FM / Compass / Gyroscope /

Gravity sensing / Acceleration sensor

Telescopic pole

Material Carbon fiber

Length 7M (Optional for 9M and 12M)

Pipe diameter measurement

range
15-30mm

Weight 2.5kg

U probe

Material Stainless steel

Height adjustment Manual

Numerical range 70mm-120mm

Dimensions DN10, 0.95m

Weight 0.3KG

Rechargeable

lithium ion battery
Battery storage 3500mAh

Wireless relay

module
Output DC 5V1A

Laser profiler

Maximum vertical surface

detection distance
100M

Detection distance 70M

Accuracy ±1CM

Protection class IP68
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III、System configuration and features

These units feature with a camera head which tilts 90° to view and capture every detail during inspection.

The camera head features a compact detachable design which is completely waterproof with super bright

LED lights to provide consistent illumination. This periscope is safe to use for its easily controlled light

and thick scratch-proof glass lens protected chip. The 10” tablet controller monitor with video

(MPEG4/AVI) and image (MPEG) capture of your inspections saved directly to an SD memory card. The

power supply offers simultaneous system operation even when recharging. With a specially designed

centering bracket-skid, the camera is easily placed in the center of the pipe.

1. Periscope overview
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2. Telescopic pole overview

3. U Probe overview 4. 10” Portable control unit overview

 Handle

 Nut

 Lock

 Hoop
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5. Battery and charger

Charger

Input AC220-240V

Output DC16.8V 10A

Charger

Output 16.8V 1A x3

USB 5V 2.1A x2

Wireless repeater

Output DC5V 1A

Periscope battery

Output 3500MAh
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IV、Product installation and operation

ATTENTION：Make sure the equipment temperature is fit before any operation if the environment is not in
a good condition.

1. Installation of battery

The battery is easily installed by inserting it into the battery holder and rotate it.

Attention:

Make sure the battery is locked and attached to the periscope to avoid fall off of the battery during

inspection.
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2. Installation of telescopic pole and U probe

Insert the telescopic pole into the hoop clamp on the periscope tightly, then buckle the hoop clamp up

and tighten it. After that, insert the U Probe into the hoop clamps on the periscope and again buckle them

up and tighten them.

Attention:

Make sure the hoop clamps are all tightened or else it may result in slipping or dropping during inspection.

If the hoop clamps are not tight enough, please make double tighten by giving extra tightening to the

locking screws.

Ps. Loosen the hoops clamps by pulling them outwards and tighten them by pressing them inwards.
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3. Installation of wireless repeater

Insert the wireless repeater into the head of the telescopic pole, then buckle the hoop clamp up and

tighten it.

Attention:

Make sure the hoop clamps are all tightened or else it may result in slipping or dropping during inspection.

If the hoop clamps are not tight enough, please make double tighten by giving extra tightening to the

locking screws.

Ps. Loosen the hoops clamps by pulling them outwards and tighten them by pressing them inwards.
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4. Charging of lithium ion battery and wireless relay module

Charging of lithium ion battery

After connecting the charger, press the on/off button , insert the lithium ion battery into the charger

until there is a click sound followed by making a tiny rotation it to the right to lock them.

* Press the on/off button on the lithium ion battery to check the battery status.

Charging of wireless relay module
1. Connect one side of the USB cable to the wireless relay module

2. Connect another side of the USB cable to the charger.
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5. Starting up Mlooke

1. After making sure the connections are ready, switch on the the switch on top of the periscope.

2. Switch on the portable control unit and go to setting. Connect periscope internal WIFI:
Name: E20C...Plus

Password: 12345678

3. Go into the inspection software Mlooke .

You may also set the WIFI connection in the system by clicking and select WIFI E20C...Plus
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V、Control unit user manual

1. Mlooke overview

(1) Focus adjustment

Press to focus on far scene, release to stop

Autofocus

Press to focus on near scene, release to stop

(2) Positioning system

Click to switch on/off GPS

01Project overview

03 Zooming display

04 Time and date

07 Pressure display

02 Setting

06Ranging display

05Skew display
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(3) Range finder

Adjust the on/off of the laser profiler.

(4) Defog function

Defog for 60s, press to stop.
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(5) Light control

Main light brightness gain: real-time accurate response brightness adjustment. One-time

pressing for one level adjustment, long press for continuous brightness gaining. Release to stop

Main light brightness reduce: real-time accurate response brightness adjustment. One-time

pressing for one level adjustment, long press for continuous brightness reducing. Release to stop

Main light on/off

* No response will be shown when there is no main light operated

Auxiliary light on/off

(6) Zoom adjustment

Zoom in: press to zoom in, release to stop

Zoom out: press to zoom out, release to stop

* The more zoom in it is, the slower tilt rotation of the periscope camera head

(7) Camera head tilt rotation adjustment

Press to ascent the camera head from 0°～45°, release to stop

Press to descent the camera head from 0°～-45°, release to stop

Reset into 0°
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2. Capture and review footage

(1) Capture image footage

Click to capture image

Click the small screen underneath to review and annotate the photo just taken.

(2) Capture video footage

Click to start capturing video and stop capturing video. The default video format is H264

Photo capture during video recording
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(3) Media library

Previous video

Play video

Next video

Capture image

Hide text overlay
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3. Full screen operation

Hide left side control keyboard

Show left side control keyboard
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4. Setup and configure preferences

Setting allows users to set for character display, video image editor, language selection and other.

(1) Character display

Setting for character display on the main screen.

(2) Video image editor

Setting for video image editor.
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(3) Language selection

User can set the software language into Chinese or English.

(4) Help

This helps to guide the users to read the icons in the software.
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(5) Other settings

(6) About the version

Basic software version information will be shown here.
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5. System log out

Click followed by to log out Mlooke
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VI、Maintenance of the periscope and other equipment

Daily care and maintenance

1. Do not soak the product for washing after using it, please clean the controller screen and periscope

with a wet towel and dry them with a dry towel. Store the periscope in the specified packing box. Do not

let the periscope and controller damage by extrusion, collision or impact.

2. In the circumstance of not using the product, please turn off the power supply and store this product in

the specified packing box to prolong the service life of this product.

3. The equipment should be used within the temperature of -20°~50°C.

4. It is recommended to charge the battery in three months if it is not used for a period of time and to

check the tightness of the camera assembly if it is not used for more than six months. It should be

returned to the manufacturer if there is any abnormality.

5. Laser ranging is an integrated high precision instrument of light, machine and electric. Be careful to

use. Do not extrude or fall from the height to avoid damaging the instrument.

6. The glass window of the laser profiler should be cleaned by soft dry towel. Avoid getting it with hard

objects to avoid damage to the optical performance. The glass window should always be keep clean.

7. The instrument appearance should be checked frequently. Removal dust, dirt, grease, mildew or any

dirt from time to time.
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VII、Trouble shooting

When the equipment seems to be in trouble, you may find out the problem quickly below for the ease of

your work or communicating with the provider.

Common Failure Reason&Solution

Power failure

1. Check if the battery is well connected to the

periscope.

2. Check whether the battery has enough power.

The U probe cannot be installed
1. Check if it is in the appropriate size.

2. Check if there is any deformation.

The telescopic rod cannot be installed
1. Check if it is in the appropriate size.

2. Check if there is any deformation.

No image shown

1. Check if the power is on.

2. Control the camera to see if the functions are

normal in order to confirm whether it is the failure

of integrated module.

Image is not clear

1. Check the lens if it is clean enough.

2. Check if the zoom or focus too exaggerated

making the image blur.

Remark:

- If any abnormal situation happened during inspection, please cut off the power immediately to avoid

danger happened such as electric shock or fire explosion.

- Please seek for professional technician for maintenance for your own safety.

VIII、Configuration list (See attachment)
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IX、Warranty and support

Warranty policy
1. The limited warranty for the product extends for the first twelve (12) months beginning on the date of

purchase of the product.

2. The limited warranty extends only to the original parts.

3. No charge will be made to the consumer for either parts or labor in repairing or replacing the product.

If there is defection by external housing and cosmetic parts , it will not be covered under these limited

warranty terms.

4. Repaired product will be warranted for the balance of the original period or ninety (90) days from the

date of repair, whichever is longer.

5. Transportation and other fees for transport to out customer center is responsible by customers.

6. The consumer shall have no coverage or benefits under this limited warranty under any of these

conditions:

The product has been subject to (1) abnormal use, (2) abnormal condition, (3) improper storage, (4)

unauthorized modifications, (5) unauthorized connections, (6) unauthorized repair including the use of

unauthorized spare in repairs, (7) misuse, neglect, abuse, accident, alteration, improper installation, (8)

acts of maladjustment of customer controls.

7. The consumer shall have no coverage with not notified of the alleged defect or malfunction of the

product during the applicable limited warranty period. Manufacturer or agents of the product shall not be

liable for incidental or consequential damages or a loss of anticipated benefits or profits, work stoppage

or loss arising out of the use or inability to use the product.

8. For ease of your work, we kindly remind you to keep the box and package just in case for any situation

happened which need to transport the product to our customer center.

9. All warranty information, product features and specifications are subject to change without notice.

10. All right deserved to SHENZHEN SCHRODER INDUSTRY GROUP Co.,Ltd.

After service support

Feel free to contact us if you face any problem when using the product.

24Hr hotline: (+86) 400-6088-029

Main office: 1101, Building 2, Silver Star Intelligent Community, 1301-72 Guanguang

Road, Longhua District, Shenzhen
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X、Check list

For the ease of your inspection work, please check the list below before any operation.

CAT Description Data Result

Functional

check

Camera head

Able to adjust focus normally（+/-） Workable Normal

Able to adjust zooming normally（+/-） Workable Normal

Able to make tilt rotation 45°~ -45° Normal

Able to access GPS function Workable Normal

Able to access defog function Workable Normal

Telescopic pole

Able to extend and compress 0-200mm Normal

U probe

Able to lock to hook Locked Normal

Portable control unit

Laser distance measurement Workable Normal

WIFI Workable Normal

Capture footage Workable Normal

Full screen operation Workable Normal

Text overlay Workable Normal

Character display Workable Normal

Video image editor Workable Normal

Enjoy your inspection work after checking the list above.
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XI、Laser profiler manual

1. Distance measurement calibration

Frequently use of the periscope with laser profiler may lead to deviation of the laser profiler. In order to

keep the distance measure spot matches the movement in the periscope, we should make a regular

check up to ensure the periscope with laser profiler is in a normal operation situation.

* Make sure the periscope is with sufficient power

Calibration method

1. Connect the power and observe for the red spot in 10-20m from the periscope

2. Adjust the controlling screws as below until the red spot is to the center of the controller

* Always adjust the controlling screws in pair

Left/ right controlling screw

Up/ down controlling screw
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2. Distance measurement

How to use laser profiler to measure distance and minimize error
Laser profiler helps to measure the distance from the laser profiler (in this case should be the periscope)

to the object forming a red point. For this model, it is suitable for pipe with DN600mm or above.

Red point fall on

position
10M 30M 50M 100M

Size of red pint

（mm）
20X30 80X150 120X250 400X600

* When making distance measurement, the minimum value for distance measurement is 1.5 m

P.s. 0-1.5m is considered as black spot, where there is measurement deviation if the measured distance

is too short

* There is measurement deviation for using in pipe with less than DN600mm
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Measurement influencing factor and solution

Since laser profiler is an optical instrument, it is highly affected by the environmental condition. In order to

minimize the measurement deviation, here are some suggestion so as to better help to the inspection

work.

Problem #1: Rough surface and color defection

We suggest to align the red point to a relatively smooth section when measuring on a rough surface.

Problem #2: Transparency surface

We suggest not to measure object with transparency such as a colorless liquid (such as water) or glass

(dust-free) to prevent measurement deviation.

Problem #3: Surface that is too most, smooth or glossy

The laser is easily reflected off leading small aiming angle produced when detecting such surface. As a

result, the sensor signal would be week and create measurement deviation.

Problem #4: Beveled or rounded surface

Measurements can only be made when the target area is large enough to fulfil the laser spot (red point).

Maximize the accuracy of measurement

Factors affecting the measurement range

Suggestion to maximize the accuracy of measurement

1. When measuring the distance of difference colors and material, make some test in order to get a more

accurate data.

2. During measurement, there should be no obstructions between the laser profiler and the target such

as transparent glass, water drop, spider web etc.

3. Keep the environment clean within the measured area, and avoid making measurement under bad

weather such as dust, fog, rain, snow etc.

4. Minimize the angle between the optical path and the target as to increase the receive signal.

5. Measurements can only be made when the target area is large enough to fulfil the laser spot (red

point).

6. Stabilize the laser profiler during measurement.

Element Lengthen the range Shorten the range

Target surface
Brightly reflective objects

such as reflectors

Dull and matte surface

Blue, green tone colored surface

Air particles Clean air Dust, fog, heavy rain, snowstorm

Daylight intensity Dark environment The target is illuminated brightly
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Measurement in pipe

Due to the complexity and harshness of the underground pipeline environment, laser profilers are

needed. Check the diameter of the pipe, the straightness of the pipe, the degree of contamination of the

inner wall and the height of the internal sewage before using the laser profiler.

Requirements for the angle between the optical path and the inner wall of the pipe:

1. The return light signal is highly impacted by the area of the reflecting surface. We recommend to

measure from one side of the inner wall of the pipe to the other side during the inspection. This helps to

increase the angle between the emitted light and the target, and ultimately increase the reflecting area.

2. If the measured length is over 20m, the sensor should be placed below the center of the pipe vertically.
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XII、Pressurization

Gas selection

Periscope use in flammable and explosive places: must be filled with inert gas such as helium

Use in places with waterproof required: filled with helium or dry air

* The inflated equipment used must have included a pressure limiting device with the maximum pressure

limit no more than 15PSI.

Pressurization
Fill with 10-15PSI dry air into the laser profiler.
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XIII、Operation

Before operation
- Check the gas concentration and other factors to make sure the environment in the pipe meet the

product safety requirement.

- Check if there is any high voltage line nearby to avoid any damage during using of the telescopic pole.

- Ensure the product is normal before using it.

Things need to be considered during operation

1. Keep the telescopic pole perpendicular to the ground. The distance between water surface and the

periscope should be no less than 150mm. And keep the periscope in the center of the pipe.

2. Adjust the camera’s height accordingly.

3. Adjust the camera’s tilt angle accordingly.

4. Adjust the light accordingly.

5. Video recording requirement: One footage must be within 25minutes to avoid any crash. You can save

the video and record new video(s) if needed.

6. If lateral movement is needed to be made, one must first turn the camera 90° to avoid any damage to

the periscope by crashing with the well.
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